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Welcome to the world of labels. RV makes labels in all possible kinds and types for a 

variety of applications catering to the evergrowing needs of the clients. From design to 

manufacturing you get all services at one point. 

RV spells versatility and creativity with sophistication in manufacture using the latest 

line of automated computerized equipments. We offer paper labels, woven labels, 

taffeta labels, laces and tapes made to your design and specifications at the best 

possible price and to your delivery schedules. 

Make RV Labels your supplier of labels and you never will have to look anywhere else 

in the world. RV is your label world. 
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RV labels started operations a couple of decades ago in a modest way. Thereafter, as 

our fame and reputation for quality grew we expanded operations. Today, we are 

equied with two units in Sonepat, Haryana, with separate lines for jacquard woven 

labels, heat transfer labels, printed labels and a variety of laces and satin tapes used 

in fashion apparels. We have become the de-facto source of labels for the fashion 

industry in India because we have gained trust and we have a reputation for 

excellence in everything we do. 

For us no customer is small. Ask us to deliver a million labels and we can do it fast. Ask 

us to develop a different design or combination in lace or tape or jacquard label and 

we can do it in a customized way. We manufacture in millions but we are creative too. 

We want our client's products to stand out with superb labelling. We are also flexible 

in customizing products and services to suit our clients. Whether it is assured timely 

deliveries of labels or development of new designs and types, we take care of 

everything. Our custom created laces, for example, have helped apparel creators 

gain a distinctive edge in a crowded marketplace.  If we commit a particular design of 

lace to one buyer, no one else gets it. 

RV Labels is family owned and operated so we have an ethical way of treating 

employees, vendors and customers as part of a family. We care for everyone and it 

shows in our actions.

About Us
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In woven labels we use different colored threads in automated computer 

controlled weaving equipment to create designs that are permanent. The woven 

labels are made of thread and the result is a fabric that carries your design or logo 

permanently. It is soft and can be used for apparel, blending perfectly with 

contours of the garment. 

Woven labels are widely used by garment manufacturers as well as manufacturers 

of accessories to brand the product. Apart from this the label can have useful 

information such as size, composition of fabric and tips on use such as wash in 

cold water or warm water or machine wash. As such woven labels are an integral 

part of any branded apparel. Labels act as identifiers and can give shippers the 

above information at a glance. Our woven labels are manufactured using 

specially selected yarns. We can custom use yarns to suit the fabric of the apparel 

to give even better conformity in looks. Labels can be used on the outside for 

Woven Labels
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Printed Labels
RV Labels can manufacture printed labels in single, two and multi-color made on 

our high speed automated printing equipment. These printed labels are available 

with substrate of paper, foil or plastic film in various thickness. Labels may be self 

adhesive type or non-self-adhesive types as may be needed by customers. Our 

range of printed labels includes barcode, computer labels, hologram barcode 

and product labels. From small to large labels in low or bulk quantity, you can get 

precisely what you need right here. 
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Satin Printed Labels

Fashion designers and garment creators are always looking for new ways to add 

a touch of bling and a dash of style to their creations. We offer satin printed labels 

to help such designers and garment manufacturers offer something eye-catching 

and attractive. 

RV Labels has complete in-house manufacturing facilities for satin printed labels. 

We select yarn from approved sources. The yarn undergoes a process of quality 

checks and then it is dyed and then checked again for color consistency. The yarn 

is then used to manufacture continuous satin tapes in standard widths. We then 

print satin fabric with design of choice of our clients using a variety of techniques 

such as heat transfer, embossed heat transfer or simple screen printing according 

to requirements. The entire process is fully automatic with quality checks at each 

stage to ensure perfection in each print. We can create satin printed labels in any 

desired width or length. These are available in bulk continuous wound reels. As 

for the design to be printed we can develop it in-house or we use customer-

supplied graphics. 
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Taffeta Printed Labels

RV Labels offers a wide range of taffeta printed labels. We have complete in-house 

manufacturing capabilities. For the taffeta fabric we use rayon or acetate and 

polyester as required by the client. Then we have in-house dyeing facilities to dye 

the fabric in order to match color shade specified by clients. This continuous fabric 

then undergoes printing using our state of art printing equipments. Up to 8 color 

printing is possible. The process is automated and computer controlled for 

predictable results. 

Taffeta printed labels from RV Labels are of the highest quality and we are the 

first choice of quality garment manufacturers in the country. Taffeta labels can 

be put to a variety of applications. Thes labels are ideal for size labels, for 

care labels, as labels for furniture, apparel, furnishing, footwear and jeans.  

Taffeta also withstands laundry cycles very well and does not lose the color or 

looks over repeated washing. It also dries quickly. We have a no-compromise 

approach to ensuring highest quality standards and, at the same time, our 
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Cotton Printed Labels
RV Labels excels in offering the finest cotton printed labels. We pick cotton yarn in 

various grades to suit various types of labels. These are then mounted on our 

automatic continuous weaving machines to output cotton tapes. The width and 

thickness are customizable to suit requirrements of customers. We also handle 

dyeing of the fabric in-house to ensure perfect color matching as specified by our 

customers. We can also customize weaving textures to suit requirements of 

buyers. The entire process is automated using computer controlled equipment in 

which we can input all required parameters to get the desired width and texture. 

We are just as meticulous in the matter of printing cotton labels. We use specific 

dyes and processes that ensure color fastness and resistance to abrasion as well 

as repeated washes. Cotton labels may be affixed to apparel on the outside as a 

branding method, to the inside for size information, on furnishing fabrics or 

tapestry. We have capabilities to meet bulk requirement. At the same time, we 

take care of small requirements too. 
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RV Labels has introduced hang tags that can go well with apparels and create 

brand aura. We offer finest quality printing and use of the right thickness and 

stiffness paper boards with automatic die cut and punching to achieve a unique 

shape. These tags incorporate a string or plastic tie to help you attach it to the 

garment. 

Hang tags can be used for apparel and they are also suitable for use as price 

tickets, wrap bands and tags for products. Depending on the requirement of 

users we can custom design the tags in any shape and enhance looks by 

lamination, foil stamping, UP Spot Varnish, stringing, eye-letting and secure-a-

tach attachment. 

Apart from regular usage in fashion garments, hang tags are also suitable for 

use with corporate gifts and giveaways, which are smaller in quantity. RV Labels 

will create a custom shape and design for such small quantity hang tags and 

manufacture it for you. 

Hang Tags
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Heat Transfer Labels
Single or multi-color, our heat transfer labels are available in various types and 

sizes to suit various substrates. From the minutest design to bold logos, anything 

can be transferred to your product to create a permanent print using heat-pressure 

method of application. Flat or contoured, our heat transfer labels are easy to put 

on. You can send us your design or leave it to us: we come up with the best heat 

transfer label to enhance your brand image. 

We have installed the latest line of equipments for fully automatic manufacture of 

heat transfer labels. We offer heat transfer labels that are skin-friendly and 

halogen-free. For the convenience of our customers we offer labels as a 

continuous roll we also offer labels in cut form. These labels are all Oeko Tex 

standard 100 compliant. Our heat transfer label manufacturing process is 

controlled and we use specific substrates to ensure zero defect heat transfer 

process with easy peel off. 
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High Density Heat

Transfer Labels
High density heat transfer labels are a different category and include variants 

such as high density and embossed high density types. High density heat transfer 

labels are characterized by an extra thick deposition of ink. This can be ideal for 

transfer to porous or smooth surfaces. In the case of porous surface it sticks well 

and in the case of smooth surfaces the high density label creates a raised effect. 

Embossed high density labels are particularly suitable when one wishes to 

achieve a reversed look in the case of brand name or logo with a particularly 

attractive 3D look. 
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Drawcode & string
Experts in narrow fabric manufacturing, RV Labels offer exquisite quality 

drawcode and string to enhance the look and functionality of apparels. We offer 

drawcode & string in elastic as well as non-elastic type in flat and round types. 

We have total in-house manufacturing facilities and select the right blend of yarns 

to achieve the desired level of elasticity in elastic drawcode & strong. Otherwise 

we choose synthetic fiber yarn for looks and high strength. Elastic drawcode & 

string is widely used in fashion apparel such as hoodies and leggings and 

specifically finds good use in sports apparel. Made to exacting specifications 

with quality control on each aspect, our drawcode & string can be pulled to twice 

the length and it will still spring back to original size. It is flexible and yet it does 

not lose its properties over repeated use, even outlasting garments. 
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Jacquard Tape

RV Labels is narrow fabric specialist and one of our top specialties is manufacture 

of jacquard tapes in the widest ranges and types to suit a varietyof needs. We 

have high speed jacquard weaving machines with computer control. This permits 

flexibility in use of design input from a variety of sources. In addition, computer 

control allows us to control almost all parameters to very narrow limits to assure 

highest quality standard. 

We manufacture jacquard tapes using a variety of yarns to suit end user 

applications. Our design and creative team can create interesting patterns for the 

weaves. In addition, we can take graphic design inputs or logo and incorporate it 

into the jacquard tapes to improve branding. If you need jacquard tapes in any 

desired width and in any desired color combinations simply get in touch. We 

custom manufacture jacquard tapes to help you with branding and to help fashion 

designers dream up novel applications. Our prices are just right. 
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Woven Elastic Tapes
it is the fashion these days to go for body hugging elastic apparel that incorporate 

lycra. These types of apparels require special labels that stretch along with the 

fabric and blend in seamlessly. This is important because use of ordinary labels 

would result in crinkling of the fabric at the place where the label is attached. 

Apart from labels, woven elastic tapes find other uses such as in borders of 

garments. 

RV Labels has complete in-house manufacturing facilities to manufacture woven 

elastic tapes. We have full control over all aspects since we choose yarn with the 

right blend of fiber to assure the required degree of elasticity. This meticulous 

attention to detail ensures that the elasticity of the tape matches elasticity of the 

fabric and it becomes a seamless join. We offer woven elastic tapes in required 

thickness and widths in continuous reels. The elastic tapes can be dyed in required 

color to provide a perfect match to the fabric. 
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Satin Ribbons
Available in beautiful eye-catching colors and in varying widths, satin ribbons from 

RV Labels embody quality and perfection in each inch. We offer a range of 

standardized widths and colors. In addition, RV labels satin ribbons can be 

customized to match color requirements of clients. Manufactured using latest 

equipments, these satin ribbons will add value and a beautiful touch to your apparels 

besides being put to innovative uses. 
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The herringbone pattern in twill fabric is found in denims used for jeans. Apart 

from that herringbone patterned twill tapes are widely used with knit fabrics to 

stabilize the seam. RV Labels offers a range of twill tapes in standard widths and 

weights according to requirement of users. In addition, we can custom create 

widths as buyers may choose to specify to suit their manufacturing purposes. This 

results in less wastage and economies of scale. 

RV Labels has complete in-house manufacturing facilities to manufacture 

continuous twill tapes under exacting quality control procedures. We guarantee 

technical parameters and also assure a high degree of finish as well as required 

strength. Twill tapes are commonly folded around edges of fabrics and then sewn 

in place. This provides better strength and protection to the seams. From light to 

heavy weight and in any desired widths, we offer twill tapes to suit your 

parameters and your budgets. 

Twill Tape
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